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ABSTRACT

Anyone who is responsible for an RSX11M system invari-
ably wonders if it is possible to get improved perfor-
mance out of existing hardware or wonders what
hardware/software is really needed to do the Job 3de-
ouately. At the past two DECUS meetings* <s wide col-
lection of topics at this workshop showed that then?
were many ways to improve system performance. At this
meeting new topics will be covered .with an emphasis on
understanding the limitations imposed by the system
hardware and analyzing system performance. T O P I C S to
be discussed by the panelists will include??

o Thrashing in an RSX11M system* Uhst to <Jo.
o Using solid state disk emulators a-s the

swapping device. Performance improvement,
o Performance measurement techrri«ue«i.
o Capacity planning,
o Bis Buffering. How to use it* Bem.-f i 1,5 -

Possible benifits.
0 DECNET-11M optimization. What performance ci<n

be expected for real environments.

Time will be provided for Questions and -ii so us si on.
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Int roduct i or:

This is the third RSX11M System Tuning." Performance Mee-sure-
iiient» snd Performance Optimization Worksiiopi The forrost of the
session will be s number of mini-talks by the panelists which will
hopefully be followed at the end bs a Question and answer xerio'lt
Because of the constraints of this DECUS meeting being located st
both the convention center and the Fontainblesu Hilton? u* will not
be able to run past our Piloted time and still be able to catch tbn
buses back. Conseouentla t the auestion and answer time may be muu'i'i
shorter than either you or I would like* If you heve performance
related auestions» I suspect most of us here can be available to-
night at the RSX11M GSA session* or can be found from time to time
in the campground.

In keeping with the general philosophy of this workshop? we
are going to try to cover around not covered by previous workshops.
In general? the data presented at previous workshops hss Sfr'esre'i
either in a Multi-Tasker article or in RUNOFF format on the appro-
priate RSX11M Symposium tape.

In the past? the primary emphasis of this workshop has been to
provide 3 forum for presenting techniaues which can be used to make
a system/subsystem run better. While continuing to provide such a
forum? this time we are going to try and stress performance meas-
urement not only as a tool for tuning one's system but also for
making decision on future system growth and capital expenditures.

The speakers and topics at this workshop will be

John Sennet DEC
How DEC does performance measurement*
Synthetic workloads

DEC
Capacity Planning

Jim Downward KMS Fusion
Introductory Remarks
Thrashing and RSX'1.1. ii
Bulk core Disk Emulators

Jeff Sehriechime (DEC -DECnst group)
Improving DECNET performance

Steve Rusich DEC - RSX11M group
BIG Buffering and how to get it.
Workfiles and task increments.

Mark Ueeton A user's experience with 3
monitoring package*
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What is Performance Measurement?

Most of us here work with 3 PDP11 computer system costing of
anywhere from *30K to $200K or more. If I were to ask sny one nf
you how your car performed* you prabsbly could easily tell me how
many miles/gallon it sets* how fast it accelerates* or what its top
speed is. What would you answer if I asked the same auestion about
your very much more expensive computer? How many of us ever really
think about how our systems perform* until they performance has be-
come a problem?

I believe many RSX11M users should now be devoting some effort
to analysing the performance of their systems* Will a system's
performance and capacity be sufficient for its lifetime* or will it
become inadeauate at some forseeable time in the future? Users
should make plans before ssstem performence becomes a serious prob-
lem. Optimizing the performance of one's current system* while a
very cost effective step* is often Just a stop gap measure. If the
experience of the RSX community is similar to our experience* the
lifetime of a given system would be something like the following.

First a system is bought* based on a fuzzy understanding of
the Job which needs to be done. Soon it is found that the system
has too few terminals* disk space or memory* so more is added* The
added capability not only solves the initial problem but allows new
applications and uses for the system to become practical. The new
applications again Push the system to the limit and sdain more
pheriPherals are bought? faster disks* more terminals* more memo-
ry* or a CACHE memory. Finally? as the system performance becomes
intolerably bad* you start trying to procure another system and
discover that neither you nor DEC know what system sou reslly need
to satisfy both present and future expansion need*.

Specifying the performance of a system is hard. There are
many different hardware configurations * and the uses of similar-
systems can be radically different. To specify the performance of
a system* or Quantify its adeotuacy for a proposed task? we need
performance yardsticks. To do this we must first quantify what .3
system does and somehow extract from the data & nominal unit of
measurer lets call it the "QUANT" for lack of 3 good name. If we
choose our 'QUANT* correc'tly we can approximate the entire us-? of
our system ss a collection of these 'QUANTS*. Next we would devel-
op a simulated load to appro;; i mated the unit "QUANT" on a system*
and measure the throughput of the system as s function of losri.
These measurements can be used as benchmarks for tuning our *wstew
or used to Justify sditional hardware if appropriate.

It is important to plan for future needs in advance* As 3
sustem matures its uses expand* often beyond its capabilities*
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Because 3 new* larger capacity system can cost s significant -»maiirit
of money? and there is typically 3 Ions interval from order to de-
livery? a mistake in selecting the correct system can b« a disas-
ter* With this in mind* it is important to do Capacity Flanoints
while your current system is still adequate. Given the currant
performance of your system and the anticipated needs* evaluate and
select the srowth path appropriate for your needs*

DEC sales persons generally are not much help with this. They
neither have tools or adeciuate performance comparisons to aid a
user in selecting a correct upgrade path. Should the user Just
procure a higher performance peripherial* split work between two
identical processors* procure an 11/44* procure an li/70» migrate
to a VAX* or perhaps install a DECnet network to shsre resources?
All too often* decisions are based on guesswork* availability of
hardware from DEC* the 'in vosue' processor* or tip* from friends.

Performance measurement and system accounting tools are
high on the RSX SIG Menu for RSX11M* but they are not a high DEC
priority and are apparently not in the RSX11M V4 development cycle.
Some tools are in RSX11M-PLUS• This poses a serious problem since
most users now considering system upgrades are users of RSX11M.
Hore and more often* both management and the government are reouir-
ina s well thought-out Plan for growth* Procuring too small a sys-
tem and then tacking on peripherial after peripherial in an unceas-
ing ouest to meet growth needs is often not cost effective.
Blindly upgrading to another processor* network? or operating sys-
tem can be a disaster if the new system's performance goals 3re not
met.

As an alternative to blind migration from one processor to the
next* I would like both you and DEC to seriously consider the ur-
gent need for an RSX11M system to have accounting' performance
measurementr and system workload profiling tools* Workload simula-
tions need to be developed and supplied with which users can com-
pare their current systems's performance with that of a new pro-
posed system. This is not a frivolous reauest. Whether or not
RSX11M is a 'timesharing system'* or whether or not RSX11H-PLUS has
such features* or the vagaries of software marketing strategies ar?
all non-issues for me. The bottom line for me as a cuiitomer* is
that I need tools to help make decisions on system expansion.

In the absence of any DEC supported tools* !.hs RSX11M account-
ing group has developed some accounting 3nd performance measurement
tools which are available on the RSX SIG tapes. Based on the
number of calls I get each week from users* around 200 or more ins-
tallations are using all or part of the pack3.3e» 3FP3r«?ntly with
success. Other system accounting and performance measurement pack-
ages ars available from commercial venders. Documentation on the
various accounting and performance tools developed by the account-
ing working group can be found in the ca.tipg rounds. A lot of work
still needs to be done however. Based on the release cycle of



RSXllh over the past several years? DEC will not h'-jv* sns suitable
system accounting.' performsrice messurenient and analysis tools for
st least 3 years* If the user community needs such tools* we will
have to develop them ourselves* Such tools would include*

1> Report programs to profile system and terminal activity
over a period of time*

2* Task, accounting for all tasks in system.

3. Program to extract a system use profile from task account-
ing data*

4* Multi-terminal virtual terminal package

5* Standard* tailorable? synthetic workloads for use as ben-
chmarks*

System Thrashing

Thrashing occurs when a system has to switch between several
processes repetitively* If the time spent switching becomes com-
parable to the time spent servicing the various processes? a system
is said to be thrashing* For example* if a device interrupt rate
becomes hish enough? the time the executive spends servicing inter-
rupts could become comparable with the time the system spends exe-
cuting tasks* Such a system would be thrashing between users t3Sks
and the interrupt service routine.

RSX11M is very prone to thrash when the demand for resources
(memory? disk access? etc) exceeds the available supflst Under
normal system load conditions? the time to complete any task will
increase as the number of active t3sks in the system increase*
Once thrashing sets in? however? system throughput degrades C3tas-
trophically* The system becomes incredibly busy. The console
lights rotate at maximum speed and the disk drive seems ready to
take to flight* Yet? despite such activity? tasks seem to take fo-
rever to e;;it? if at all.

There is no easy way to measure whether or not your system is
thrashing unless you have implemented 3 system accounting package.
However? I believe you will auickly know when your system starts to
thrash* Your system will start out grinding along under 3 heavy
workload? slowly to be sure? and then Just one more Job is added.
Almost immediately interactive users will note that the system has
gone out to lunch and they will probably auicHIs let you know.

To a certain extent there is nothing that can be done about,
this* RSXliM's design is such? that the system always tries to run
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the highest priority task requiring system resource::. I he Round
Robin scheduler end disk swapping Just make RSX11M a bit more con-
venient an environment for use in program development* The system
Just has no way of knowing that it is thrashing* knowing that s
given task is using too much of system resources* or knowing that
the terminal response time has become impossibly slow* Of course
such features could probably be added but cioing so would degrade
the performance of the operating system ss <s whole.

Thrashing on sn RSX11H system is almost always caused by con-
tention for disk access. This situation occurs in two ways. The
simplest way is to have more tasks trying to use the system than
available memory. Swapping sets in* and the LOADER repeatedly
swaps task images between the checkpoint file and memory* The swap
time depends on the task size* and type of swapping device used-
If the swap time becomes comparable with the Round Robin interval?
the partition generally sets rescheduled soon after each <swcf>» and
another checkpoint may almost immediately get reouested* A second
way to cause disk contention is for a collection of I/O bound tasks
to be doing single block reads and writer to very different loca-
tions on the disk. The long intertrack head seek time per I/O re-
ouest throttles throughput for the entire collection of tasks*

If the problem is caused by excessive swapping? and one can
not add additional main memory* the easiest solution is to remove
the SHUFFLER to cut down on unnecessary swapping* lengthen the
round robin and executive swap intrevalr and to use a dedicated
swapping device for the checkpoint file. Moving the checkpoint
file to another disk will generally significantly improve system
throughput* If the disk thrashing is not caused by swapping* pro-
curing a seperate drive and controller will help* Unfortunately*
one really needs a 22-bit machine to benefit from this solution*
since one will need to mount the second disk with its own ACP and
this takes a chunk of memory. RSX11M-PLUS allows overlapped disk
seeks and this helps cut down disk thrashing further. The RSX11M
user? however* does not have this choice*

If an application system is thrashing severely due to disk
head contention by many tasks* the intrepid RSX Wizzard could modi-
fy the Executive to insert QIO reouests for disk access into tie
disk Queue* not in first in/first out orden but rather in order of
the disk blocks reauested* Doing so would minimise the amount of
time doing track to track seeks. A somewhat easier approach is to
use Big Buffering so that each disk QIO read* or writes many
blocks* This will decrease the total number of QIO's in the sys-
tem* and decrease the amount of time spent waiting for the di^k
head to reach the proper track*

It is the system manager's Job to try and tailor the 'system s>o
that thrashing is minimised* Building tasks with an FCS re'sident
library to reduce memory rectui rements or installing a CACHE memory
reduces memory contention problem- speeds throughput and reduces
thrashing. A lot was said about this subject at the lest DECUS and
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you can read all about it in the January i<>̂ uf> of the Mult-i-Tasker •
Running editors and interactive tasks 3b higher 'chart the ilefaul*.
priority of 50* also helps improve terminal respon-s Lvene<»s on 3 lo-
aded system. Users need to be made aware that nun-ber cruncher's
should be run with 3 lower than default priority to allow normal
development work to proceed. This is particularly true if you have
users who hsve tasks which run for 3 lona time.

The Shuffler

The Shuffler (SHF,..) is often 3 prime cause of unnecessary
thrashing. The Shuffler was designed back in the dark ases before
dynamic disk checkpointing existed and when system controlled par-
titions were generally small. It was designed to handle transient*
infreouent memory allocation failures on small systems* not chronic
memory shortage conditions. Since most tasks were either not
checkpointable or could only checkpoint back onto their own task
imase* the Shuffler was designed to compact memory by doing
memory-to-memory moves* The Shuffler is phenomenally dumb* Each
time there is a memory allocation failure? it is requested. It
starts out with absolutely no information as to why it was reouest-
ed« It scans the PCB list and finds the first system controlled
partition. This may be a partition different from that with the
task trains to set into core. SHF... checks the partition wait
Queue* and if there are any tasks waiting to 3et in» SKF•.• makes
two passes trying to compact memory to make room for the task wait-
ins to Set into that partition. When it finishes with the first
system controlled partition* it continues its sc-sn looking at the
next system controlled partition* Eventually* if it hasn't alrea-
dy* it will set to the partition whose task initiated the memory
allocation failure and 20 through the same two pass procedure tra-
ins to compact enoush space to brins in the waiting task.

SHF... becomes a major cause of thrashing if a system is
suffering chronicla from many memory allocation failures or if the
main system controlled partition (GEN) is very lar^e Cie PDP-11/44
or 11/70). SHF... can wind UP being called constantly and most of
the systems resources get devoted to shuffling tasks sround core at
the expense of everything else. For the two cases* SHF thrashes
the system for slightly different reasons. For a chronically ovei—
loaded system* SHF can set requested constantly because the nesst
task needing to run almost never has the required memory.
Typically this will happen on a smaller system with a GEN partition
<80K in size. For a larse PDP-11/70* SHi; does not have to be re-
auested nearly as often to brins the system to a standstill.
Because GEN is so much larger* SHF's scan through GEN checkpointing
and shuffling tasks down in memory can take 3 very long time*
Since SHF... runs at the system state* nothing els? can get done
while it is active.

Our studies '••how that for a system supporting executive disk
swapping* round robin scheduling and dynamic checkpointins? there
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is very little reason to use the SHUFFLER if 3ll tasks running in
GEN sre checkpointable. The one thins we ha^e found SHF... useful
for is that by counting the number of *-imes it is requested during
the day* we set a profile of when the system use is producing the
most memory contention* For those users who must have the
Shuffler* and who are suffering from it thrashing the system* it is
possible to make a rather minor patch to the executive to limit the
number of times SHF... can run per executive S W S P interval. We
have done this on our system and it improves performance 10-152
under very heavy loading conditions.

video Editors

We have found usinsi video editors <KED» ED2> to be a tremen-
dous aid in improving programing efficiency. Using a video editor*
I can do significantly more work /hour than I ever could using EDI.
However* video editors are also a cause of much thrashing and per-
formance degradation. VTECQ is large and inefficient. Even <? sin-
gle copy of it running will significantly degrade system perfor-
mance. It is not a good task to have it running frequently In a
multi-user RSX11M system. The new version of EDT targeted for
RSX11M and Just released on RSX11M-PLUS Auto-patch is much more ef-
ficient but is 22-32.K in size. Two copies of ED2 would Just about
use UP our entire GEN partition. KED is about the smallest of the
video editors* not suite as fast as EDT Version 2* but it has e
serious problem. An inactive copy of KED which is checkpointed
will come back into the system every 1 second. If KED is in use by
many terminals at the same time on a small system* unnecessary
checkpointing may become a severe problem.

I SPR'ed this problem and found that it was caused by KED con-
stantly posting a marktime of 1 sec for its WORKING message. The
fix which was supplied was to totally disable the WORKING message.
The SF'R answer was marked 'Do Not Publish' but I will be <3lad to
send copies to interested users.

Solid State Disk Emulators

Unfortunately* the preceeding suggestions for' minimising
thrashing are useless if the system chronically has more active
tasks than available memory* or if many video editors are in con-
stant use. Our system f3lls into both categories and we can nut
add additional main memory since we have 3 PDP-tl/45. We run for
large stretches of time with 20-60K of active tasks checkpointed
out of core. Having the system go into 'MUMBLE MODE' was the rule
despite the various performance enhancements we h.?d added.

If a system must do a substantial amount of checkr-o inting« it
is still possible to decrease its impact on the system by minimiz-
ing the actual time spent by LUR doing checkpoint reeds end writes.
To do this we procured 3 solid stste disk emulator. It emulates -an

J
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R'S03 fixed hesd disk except that the transfer rate to and f roiii t.he
emu 1 star occurs at memory to memory transfer speeds rather than
memory to disk speeds. Data is stored in ECC stfini-conrluctor memory
r3ther than on a magnetic surface* Since there is no rotational
latency to worry aboutr 32K tasks can be swapped in and out of the
system in a fraction of the time it would have taken tc checkpoint
to the system device.

Using the disk emulator has solved our initial thrashing prob-
lem 4 Ue used our load simulator to measure system throughput 35 3
function of the number of terminal loads. Prior to using the disk
emulator? the graph clearly shows the rapid onset of thrashing when
the number of loads became greater than 3. Using the disk amula-
tor» the performance degradation as the number of loads increases
is more gradual and approximates closely the behavior one would ex-
pect as each Job sets proportionately less time a* another Job is
added to the system* The net effect of using the disk emulator is
for our system to perform nearly as well as if we had 3 much larder
amount of physical main memory.

Another significant feature of using the disk emulator is that
besides using it for checkpointing» we have placed the system li-
brary and our F4P0TS library on.it* This has resulted in an im-
provement in speed of Fortran taskbuilds of 30-40Z* Even larger
benefits can be obtained by procuring additional disk <-?mulstor mem-
ory and placing the Fortran and. taskbuilder scratch files on it as
well .

The one problem we have encountered with using the device is
that users have noticed that the system does not get as easily tied
in knots as it did before* As a consequence; they try to do more*
In time? I suspect that we will again be 'UP against the wall". i?y
then perhaps we will be ready to migrate to another system*


